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This document is to clarify the newer functionalities included in the WP34C branch of the WP34S project, and at the 

same time distribute the latest official and modified binaries for all of the models via a binaries zip file. 

The latest versions referred to in the latest released source package is version 3909 which includes the latest Gamma 

function update by Pauli. I added Nigel’s x! complex mode fix, which makes it rev. 3910. 

 

1. Source Build 
 

The project source, currently at version 3909,  

At Sourceforge and can be downloaded as follows: 

• svn checkout https://svn.code.sf.net/p/wp34s/code 

A compile system can be installed in Windows 10 following Nigel’s Wiki instructions. 

 

2. Binary Distribution ZIP file 2019-10-27 
 

The distribution zip file is here, and contains the available WP34S & WP34C Windows emulator executables, 

hardware calculator binary files and all available free manuals. 

 

3. Compile Options in the features.h files (#defines) 

 

Compile time options not included in the normal distributions include:   

INCLUDE_EASTER,  INCLUDE_FACTOR, INCLUDE_EEX_PI 2, INCLUDE_CASIO_SEPARATOR, INCLUDE_DOUBLEDOT_FRACTIONS, 

LARGE_EXPONENT_ENTRY, PAD_EXPONENTS_WITH_SPACES,  INCLUDE_SIGFIG_MODE, YREG_ALWAYS_ON. 

The defined options in the distributions are in the appropriate featares.h file included in the zipped distro. 

 

4. Complex Lock (WP34C) 
 

Complex Lock mode was added to the WP34S tree and this branch became the “Complex Branch”. According to the 

hpmuseum page, the idea was by Jeff O and the coding was by Nigel (UK). On 2015-03-17 Paul Dale, who was part of 

the original development team of the WP34S, suggested the new WP34C name. Intro. 

The purpose, as per Nigel (UK): “This mode setting allows the WP34s to enter complex mode, using the key 

combination stated below.  This does not affect operation of the WP34s in normal or real mode.  Pressing CPX prior 

to executing a function will behave exactly as in the past, by executing a complex version of the specified function (if 

a complex version is defined) on x and y.“ 

With Complex Lock, the WP34C is a more useful for complex chain operations than the standard WP34S. 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/wp34s/
http://www.wiki4hp.com/doku.php?id=34s:windows_7_64bit
http://www.cocoon-creations.com/download/wp34s_c_executables_3909.zip
http://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/thread-3398.html
https://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/thread-3398.html?highlight=wp34c


• To use Complex Lock Mode: 

o Complex Lock mode must first be activated by   , then select CPXYES, .  

 

o Once enabled by CPXYES, Complex Lock mode can be switched on and off by   .  

The “=” sign (top right of the LCD display) indicates that complex lock is on. 

 

• See Nigel’s description in “COM_Operation_(by_Nigel (UK)).pdf”, attached below for convenience. In addition 

to Nigel’s excellent COM_Operation document, I can add the following points: 

Entering complex numbers: 

The standard way to enter complex numbers using CPX keys is:  REAL_NUMBER   IMAG_NUMBER. This 

only works for numbers entered and not for converting stack levels X and Y to a complex number X + iY.  

 

 Interactive entering of complex number: 

 

    4  3    X = 4 + 3i Y = 0 

 

The easiest way to convert real and imaginary parts on the stack to a complex number, is to start with the IMAG 

part as a real only complex number on stack level X (IMAG + i0), swap real and imag parts of X (0 +IMAGi), 

proceed and compute the real part in X (REAL + i0) and add X & Y (REAL + IMAGi). 

 

Steps are: Prepare the imaginary part. Swap real and imaginary parts. Prepare the real part. Add the two parts. 

An example follows: The length of a vector |V| = 5, while VY/VX=0.75. To get vector V in complex plane on stack 

level X: 

 

Prepare Imag:  5 0.75 ATN,  STO 00,  SINx X = 3 + i0 Y = 0 

Swap real part to imag: [f] [XY]   X = 0 + 3i Y = 0 

Prepare Real:  5 RCL 00 COSx   X = 4 + i0 Y = 0 + 3i 

Add imag to real: +    X = 4 + 3i Y = 0 

 

Vector V which is in the lowest stack level X, can now simply be viewed or converted to polar form: 

 

 View polar:  [g] [Py,x]  5 « 36.87° X = 4 +3i (polar form display only) 

 

Converted to polar: [g] [R<>P]   X = 5 + 36.87i (polar form in X) 

 

 

• Real life electrical engineering example illustrating WP34C Complex Mode: 

 

Problem statement: 

Determine the minimum cross sectional area of a proposed 33 kV cable which feeds a 33 kV Neutral Earthing 

Transformer (NEC) at a plant. The NEC is located directly next to the main 80 MVA 132/33 kV transformer on the 

33 kV side. The network fault level is available and must be used with the transformer details. 

 

Solution: 

An NEC has insignificant normal load current, so the solution is to calculate the expected maximum fault current 

at the beginning of the supply cable and size the feeding cable accordingly. 

 

https://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/attachment.php?aid=1878


Step by step illustration of the WP34C complex lock operations: 

Which WP34C 

The example below illustrates a 
calculator compiled with the following 
options: 
 

- BIT’s easy DEG/RAD conversions 
- SIGFIG mode 4 
- j default 
- CPXYES default 

Set to complex lock 
 

Note: stack depth is 4 complex numbers   

Set to DEG mode  
 

Selected DEG mode is for [P<>R], [Cy,x] & [Py,x] 
display. 
Complex trig operations is always in RAD only. 

[g] [DEG] 
 

Set SIGFIG 3  
Inputs are empirical and hence accurate to no 
more than 2 or 3 digits. Use SIGFIG 3 which 
ensures no irrelevant output digits 

[h] [B] [B] [3] 
 

1.  
Calculate the 132 kV 
source impedance, 
given the specified 
fault level is 16.5 kA 
with X/R=10. 

 

- ZS 132 = 
132𝐸3

√3
 / 16500 

- X/R Angle = ARCTAN 10 (remember: radians) 
- Convert Angle from RAD to DEG (  means 

from RAD to current selection) 
- Convert Angle to i & add to ZS 132 to get polar form 
- Change to rectangular 
 

Source impedance @ 132 kV: 0.4596 + j 4.596 Ω 

 
132000 16500 [/] 3 [√x] [/] 
10 [g] [TAN-1] 
  [RAD] 

 [f] [XY] [+] 

 Ωpolar 
 [f] [R<>P] 
STO 02 

2. 
Refer the source 
impedance to the 33 
kV side in order to 
later calculate the 33 
kV maximum current. 
 

- ZS 33 = (
33𝐸3

132𝐸3
)2 . Z 

- Store in complex register in case we overrun the 4 
level stack 
 

Source impedance @ 33 kV: 0.02872+ j 0.2872 Ω 

33 132 [/] [x2] [x] 

 Ωrect 
STO 00 

3.  
Calculate the 
impedance of the 
132/33 kV 
transformer, 80 MVA, 
11%, X/R=28.67, 
referred to 33 kV side. 

 

- ZT 33 = V / I = 
33𝐸3

√3
 / (80E6 /  

33𝐸3

√3
  / 11%)   

 
- X/R Angle = ARC TAN 28.67 (in radians) 
- Convert from RAD (to DEG) 
- Convert to Rectangular 
- Change Angle to complex i & add to Z 
- Change to rectangular 
 

Trf impedance @ 33 kV: 0.0522 + j 1.496 Ω 
 

80E6 33E3 [/] 3 [√x] [/] 0.11 [/]  

33E3 3 [√x] [/] [X⇔Y] [/] 

28.67 [g] [TAN-1] 
  [RAD] 

 [f] [X⇔Y] [+] 

 Ωpolar 
 [f] [R<>P] 

 Ωrect 
STO 04 

4.  
Calculate the current 
at the 33 kV side of 
the transformer 

- I = V / Z = 
33𝐸3

√3
 / (ZS 33 + ZT 33) 

- Change to polar 
 
Current = V / (R00 + R04) = 10670 angle -87.4 Amp 

RCL 00 [+] 33E3 3 [√x] [/]  

[X⇔Y] [/] 

[g] [R<>P] 

 Apolar 
5. 
Estimate the surface 
area for Aluminium 
cable, assuming 0.5-
second fault clearance 
time. 
 

- Change to absolute scalar vector size as we do 
not need the angle of the current 
- A = ( I2 t )0.5 / 94 (source) 

- Calculate A (in mm²) 
 

Minimum cable size = 80.27 mm² AL conductor 

[f] [|x|] 
[x2] 0.5 [x] [√x] 94 [/] 

mm2 
 

6.  
Cable size: 
 

The Aluminium cable minimum cross section: 81 mm2 -  next size up is 95 mm2 

 

https://myelectrical.com/notes/entryid/242/calculating-cable-fault-ratings


Additional explanatory notes (not part of the solution, only for engineering interest): 

 

The HV/MV transformer often has a delta or wye connected MV side, which means that the MV winding is not 

directly earthed. It is often done like this to enable the use of external earth fault limiting equipment such as a 

R/L series device, i.e. a resistively earthed NEC, which will limit the maximum network earth fault current to a 

value of say 360 A. The introduction of such a controlled earth current source has a significant advantage for an 

underground cable network, as the earth return path via the a cable sheath need to be sized for 360 A only 

whereas the main conductors with a much larger in cross sectional area, can handle fault currents typically 20 

times higher. This allows for cheaper underground cable. 

 

The illustrative problem above is where a hypothetical short circuit current can be flowing in the phases of the 

33 kV feeding cable, which will happen in case of a short circuit at the NEC MV terminations. The main cable 

conductors must be able to maintain integrity for the duration of such fault. This duration of a fault is 

determined by the maximum operation time of the automatic protective mechanisms on the network, where 

such phase-to-phase short circuit would cause the circuit breakers to clear the fault, typically it could be 100 ms, 

but normally the slower set upstream circuit breaker with clearance time of say 350 – 450  ms would be used, in 

case the main circuit breakers should fail. In this example problem case, 500 ms is used for a maximum 

clearance time. 

 

5. Default settings (WP34C) 
 

Nigel recently added defaults, which make the WP34C even more convenient to use. 

#define DEFAULT_TO_SSIZE8 //Fix default to 8 deep stack3 

#define DEFAULT_TO_J // Still possible to change between I and J 

//#define DEFAULT_TO_C_LOCK // Complex Lock mode on by default 

#define DEFAULT_TO_CPX_YES // No need to XEQ CPXYES  

#define ENTRY_RPN   

#define YREG_ON_BY_DEFAULT   

//#define DEFAULT_DATEMODE 1 

#define DEFAULT_DATE_YMD  //initialise UState.date_mode properly. No setting means DMY. 

//#define DEFAULT_DATE_MDY  //initialise UState.date_mode properly. No setting means D 

 

6. eRPN (WP34C) 

 
The compile time option #define ENTRY_RPN provides this functionality.  

Entry RPN (eRPN) is available on both the emulator and the real calculator with various other options.  eRPN entry 

works on the WP34C as number entry would on the original HP30B, HP28 and HP48 series calculators, but it does 

not include other RPL features of the 28 and 48 series. eRPN is similar to the newer HP20B and HP30B calculator 

implementations. 

This feature simply prevents the calculator to duplicate X to Y when [ENTER] is pressed after typing a number in X.  

The eRPN functionality was discussed on the Hpmuseum forum at length: 

• The recent eRPN discussion, which lead up to the latest version 3905 release and the  

 

• I found the original eRPN discussion started by matthiaspaul after I had modified the source to offer an eRPN 

option. This discussion included a deeper stack, but was never included in a WP34S release. 

Note that: 

• eRPN is applicable to both real mode and complex lock modes. 

 

• eRPN cannot be activated and de-activated once compiled in on a calculator. To remove, the calculator must be 

re-flashed. 

 

http://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/thread-3398-page-4.html
http://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/thread-3398-post-114508.html#pid114508
http://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/thread-3108.html?highlight=entry+rpn


• eRPN is interactive only, applicable only to manual keyboard operation but not to programmed operation. 

 

For programmed operations such as internal XROM code (e.g. SOLVE, Σ, Π, …) or even normal external user 

programs (e.g. XEQ 01 or XEQ A), classic RPN is always used. This peculiarity is to ensure that all prior WP34S 

programs and standard functionalities are not broken. 

 

eRPN therefore comes with a caveat, as keystroke programming is always as per classic RPN, while interactive 

calculations are always as per eRPN. 

 

In all new programs, the user must ensure that code does NOT depend on the lack of duplication of the X 

register as every [ENTER] entered will result in stack lift. 

 

7. New Emulator Skins 
 

The standard WP34S skins did not remind of any HP that I have used before. The HP67 as an exception, in a way was 

a like the original WP34S key layout as the WP34S is the only other HP style calculator with function key texts below 

the  buttons. The HP91 & HP97 also had text below keys, but these devices were neither portable, had no tilt & 

rotate keys and frankly did not qualify as comparison. My question remains why the original WP34S design choice 

was to be like the HP67 in this respect. 

Without wasting time on the answer to the above, I simply made new skins. The new skins are in the distribution 

from version 3905 on, for both the WP34S and WP34S emulators. 

The idea for the new skins developed after Eric informed that his special blue slant vinyls like this were not available 

for order anymore. I therefore started the new skins/vinyls, which I completely re-developed from scratch on Apple 

Pages, then finally tweaked on CorelDraw for printing. 

 

• The slanted text on [h]-shift, is coloured blue. 

 

• Texts on the button faces and off the buttons are larger, clearer, with heavier strokes and with more contrast to 

attempt to have more readable keys on the real calculator. 

 

Various different fonts were utilised for different keys and most of the resulting text graphics were manually 

further modified to visually better resemble typical historical HP fonts.  

 

• The texts ‘eRPN’ and ‘ENTRY RPN’ are added on the skin for eRPN. A skin without that is also available. 

• The Complex Lock activation keys by   are marked to remind of CPXYES. 

 

• [f] and [g] texts are positioned above keys and not below as in all the previous WP34S skins. This corresponds 

with the placement of all calculators except HP67 and the original WP34S. 

 

• Texts are less cryptic and more English oriented, where previously it likely would have been made for 

international users of other languages. My skins do not consider these requirements and are English based. 

 

Texts are meant to better resemble older calculators from HP, i.e. texts like BIN, DEC, OCT, HEX, RADIX, PRGM, 

CHS, LOG, PAUSE, x! & SOLVE are used and abbreviations replaced where necessary. 

 

• Primary functions Σ+, 1/x, yx & √x were moved to the ABCD key faces. The ABCD labels are moved up from the 

buttons. The math functions on the primary key faces like the HP42S. 

 

http://www.hpmuseum.org/cgi-sys/cgiwrap/hpmuseum/archv020.cgi?read=211075
http://www.hpmuseum.org/cgi-sys/cgiwrap/hpmuseum/archv020.cgi?read=211646


• The new skin has the [÷] divide key. On the vinyl sets there is a choice for [/] or [÷]. Refer to Walter’s Great 

American Divide in his manual v3.1 p151 and here. 

 

• FIX is changed to SGFX, which allows for both SIGFIG and FIX on the same button. On the vinyl sets a [1/x] FIX 

sticker is provided in case SIGFIG is really not needed (see below). 

 

• Last is shown in white and reminds of the way to recall [RCL] [EEX] which is the traditional Lastx command in 

both real and complex modes. 

 

• A white label SHOW at <( )> is added, reminding of the function to show all digits.  

 

• On the vinyl sets there is a choice for [,] or [.]. The emulator skin has the [.]. 

 

 

• Slanted key texts are blue like on the 
11C and 35S. 

 

• Heavier font strokes for better visibility. 
 

•  ‘eRPN’ and ‘ENTRY RPN’ are added, but 
a skin without that is also available. 

 

• The Complex Lock activation keys are 
marked to remind of CPXYES. 
 

• [f] and [g] texts are move to above keys 
like on all HP calculators except the 67.  
 

• Some of the cryptic symbols and 
abbreviations  were changed to the 
preference of alphabetic text like on 
the labels of the 28C and 42S. 

 

• Primary functions Σ+, 1/x, yx & √x were 
moved to the key faces like on the 42S 
and white ABCD labels moved to above 
the keys. 

 

• Divide key ‘÷’ like all HPs except the 
38G, 71B & 75 which sport  ‘/’. (Refer 
Walter’s phrase ‘The Great American 
Divide). 

 

• ALPHA letters placed bottom right of 
the key, like on the 32SII and 48S. 
Highlighted Y & N keys.  

 WP34C new Skin (“5 Medium 34c entry run V3”) 

https://www.hpmuseum.org/cgi-sys/cgiwrap/hpmuseum/archv021.cgi?read=223770
http://www.hpmuseum.org/forum/thread-3029.html?highlight=sigfig
https://www.hpmuseum.org/cgi-sys/cgiwrap/hpmuseum/archv021.cgi?read=223770


  
WP34S original (“1 Medium 34s V3”) WP34S new Skin (“5 Medium Above 34s V3”) 

 

 

8. New Calculator Vinyl Stickers 
 

Both skins are available as vinyl sticker sets from jaco@cocoon-creations.com. I have a limited number left over.

 

 
 

New vinyls: overlay portion. Note the grey 
buttons are discarded. 
 

New vinyls: buttons. Note the grey overlay is 
discarded. 
 

mailto:jaco@cocoon-creations.com.I


  
WP34S new vinyl sticker set. 
 
Note the additional RADIX, divide and FIX 
buttons. 

 
 
Note the additional WP34C logo in case WP34C 
is used. 

  
WP34C eRPN new vinyl sticker set. 
 
Note the additional RADIX, divide and FIX 
buttons. 

 
 
Note the additional WP34C logo, in case eRPN 
is not used. 

 

 



9. Distribution zip file contents 

 
The zip file contains the following: 

• The latest free manuals are bundled for convenience: 

 

Walter’s WP34S Owner’s Manual for rev. 3.1, 

Conehead’s Beginners Guide for rev. 3.1 and 

Andrew’s Pocket Reference for rev 3.2. 

 

• Main branch (trunk): WP34S 

 

o WP34S_EMU: This is the main distribution emulator and was copied from the distribution folder. 

Options are as per the default in the normal distribution. Additionally, a recompiled JM version is 

included. 

 

The JM versions have the following options included in the compile: EASTER, EEX_PI, 

DOUBLEDOT_FRACTIONS, WARNINGS_IN_UPPER_LINE_ONLY, INCLUDE_SIGFIG_MODE, FACTOR, 

DEFAULT_TO_J, DEFAULT_TO_CPX_YES, YREG_ALWAYS_ON, DEFAULT_DATEMODE 1. 

 

The emulator includes the new skin with above-key and blue-slant texts, “5 Medium Above 34s 

V3.skin”. 

 

o WP34S_REAL: These are the binaries, with the various standard emulator options, as well more 

additional options compiled in, see above. 

 

• Complex Lock: WP34C 

 

o WP34C_EMU (Complex_Lock): These are the complex lock emulators, with various emulator options, 

including the standard distribution emulators and a set with more additional options compiled in. 

 

The JM versions have the same above-mentioned options as in WP34S, except for FACTOR, which is 

omitted due to space constraints. 

 

The emulator includes the new skin with above-key and blue-slant texts, “5 Medium 34c entry rpn 

V3.skin”. 

 

o WP34C_REAL (Complex_Lock): These are the complex lock binaries, with the various standard emulator 

options, as well more additional options compiled in, see above. 

 

10. Windows default calculator key 
 

To make WP34S your default calculator in Windows,  

Edit the text file CALCKEY.reg in the new 3909 distribution. The file is also found in the zip file: 

Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00 

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\AppKe

y\18] 

"ShellExecute"="c:\\jm\\calc\\JM_wp34cgui_entryRPN.exe" 



Edit the yellow part to represent your folder and file names. Execute the CALCKEY.reg file and the Calc key should start 

your WP34S or WP34C emulator. 

 

11. Links 
 

• The WP34S Source code is available here. 

 

• The WP34S Project page is here. 

 

• The distribution zip file is here. 

 

Jaco Mostert 

jaco@cocoon-creations.com 

2019-10-27  

http://svn.code.sf.net/p/wp34s/code
https://sourceforge.net/projects/wp34s/
http://www.cocoon-creations.com/download/wp34s_c_executables_3909.zip
mailto:jaco@cocoon-creations.com


Original by Nigel (UK): 

WP34S Complex Mode 

For the following instructions, the following conventions apply: 

X, Y, Z, T, A, B, C, D, I, J, K and L refer to the storage registers 

x, y, z, t, a, b, c, d, l, i, j, and k refer to the contents of the registers 

“f, g, or h +” signifies pressing the specified shift key plus another key  

 

MODE CPXYES This mode setting allows the WP34s to enter complex mode, using the 
key combination stated below.  This does not affect operation of the 
WP34s in normal or real mode.  Pressing CPX prior to executing a 
function will behave exactly as in the past, by executing a complex 
version of the specified function (if a complex version is defined) on x 
and y.  Complex mode can be entered only by the key combination 
below.   

MODE CPXNO This mode setting will prevent the WP34s from entering complex 
mode.  The WP34s will operate in all respects as if complex mode is 
not available.  

CPX Enter or leave complex mode. When in complex mode the small “=” 
sign is displayed as a visual indication that complex mode is active.  
The “i" or “angle” indicators will be continuously present in the 
second line display. Entering complex mode sets stack size to 8 to 
mimic a 4-level complex stack. Pre-existing values in X, Y, Z, T, A, B, C 
and D are retained.  The original stack size is restored on leaving 
complex mode.   

Numeric keys (.0123456789) • During numeric entry: do the obvious; 

• Outside of numeric entry: start entry of real part. 

CPX (in complex mode; operates 
normally outside this mode) 

Terminates the entry of the real or imaginary part of a complex 
number. In more detail: 

• During entry of real part: CPX ends it and starts the entry of 
the imaginary part; 

• During entry of imaginary part: CPX terminates it (making it 
zero if nothing has been entered) and places the real part in 
the X-register and the imaginary part in the Y-register; enables 
stack lift; 

• Outside of numeric entry: respects the stack lift setting, sets 
the real part to zero, and starts the entry of the imaginary 
part.  (So 0 + i1 may be entered by simply pressing CPX, 1, then 
CPX.) 

ENTER: Terminates the entry of a number, puts it on the stack and duplicates 
it. In more detail: 

• During entry of real part: finishes real part, sets imaginary part 
to zero, puts the number into (X, Y) and (Z, T), pushes previous 
(z, t) into (A, B), pushes previous (a, b) into (C, D), previous 
contents of (C, D) lost; disables stack lift. 

• During entry of imaginary part: finishes imaginary part, puts 
the number into (X, Y) and (Z, T), pushes previous (z, t) into (A, 
B), pushes previous (a, b) into (C, D), previous contents of (C, 
D) lost; disables stack lift. 

• Outside of numeric entry: duplicates (x, y) into (Z, T), pushes 
previous (z, t) into (A, B), pushes previous (a, b) into (C, D), 
previous contents of (C, D) lost; disables stack lift. 

CHS: • During numeric entry: changes the sign of the real or 



imaginary part being entered; 

• Outside of numeric entry: changes the sign of both x and y 
registers. 

EEX: • During numeric entry: starts entry of exponent; 

• Outside of numeric entry: enters 1 E000, waits for entry of 
exponent. 

General functions on the keyboard – 
e.g., arithmetic, trigonometric, STO, 
RCL, logarithms, ... 

• During numeric entry of real part: entry is terminated, the 
function is executed on the value x + i 0, i.e. y automatically 
set to zero. 

• During numeric entry of imaginary part: entry is terminated, 
the function is executed on the value x + i y, no need to press 
CPX or ENTER to terminate entry of complex value. 

• Outside of numeric entry: carry out operation on the values in 
x and y using the defined complex version of the function 
(same as accomplished in normal mode by preceding the 
desired operation with CPX.)  All trigonometric functions work 
in and supply results in radians, except RP and PR as 
described above. 

STO nn, RCL nn Allows storage of x and y to or recall from a pair of registers nn and 
nn+1.  To prevent inadvertent overwriting of components by multiple 
STO operations (e.g., STO 00 will store the real and imaginary parts in 
00 and 01; subsequent STO 01 of a second value would overwrite the 
imaginary part of the first stored value with the real part of the 
second value) only even values may be specified for nn.  If an odd 
value is entered, the message “Use even reg For Complex” will 
appear.  Pressing  will revert back to STO n_ or RCL n_ and allow an 
even register to be specified.  Pressing STO or RCL will restart the 
operation.  Pressing EXIT will revert to the prior stack display with no 
STO or RCL operation performed.  Stack registers X, Z, A and C, plus 
lettered registers L and J are considered even. 

π (h + EEX) Enters the complex value of 3.1415… + i 0 into x and y, pushes stack. 

π (f + EEX) • If pressed before numeric entry begins, pi is put into the real 
part of the new number. This can be overwritten by entering 
digits, or the imaginary part can be entered by pressing CPX. 

• If pressed immediately after CPX, pi is put into the imaginary 
part of the new number. It can be overwritten with digits or 
entry can be completed by pressing CPX, ENTER, or any 
operator in the usual way. 

• If f+EEX is pressed after entering some digits into the real or 
imaginary part, those digits are multiplied by pi. So “2 CPX .5 
f+EEX” enters the number 2 + i 0.5 π. 

• Note that if you want a fractional multiple of pi such as pi/12 + 
i4 this can be done by entering 1/12 as a fraction in the real 
part and then pressing f+EEX. 

RP and PR: Convert form of complex number using current angular mode setting. 
E.g., if DEG mode is chosen, 3 + i 4 will be converted to 5 / 53.13 by 
RP.  The / symbol will be temporarily displayed.  As soon as this 
value is worked with, or EXIT is pressed, the / symbol will revert to i.  
It is up to the user to remember that the i value represents an angle in 
the current angular mode setting.  5 + i 53.13 will be converted to 3 + 
i4 by PR . 



Polar entry / display mode: 
g + up-arrow (Px,y) 

This allows the entry and display of complex numbers in polar form. 
MOD (for modulus) and ARG (for argument) are displayed in place of 
REAL and IMAG during numeric entry. Calculation results are 
displayed in polar form too, but are stored in (x, y) form internally so 
that all complex functions work as they should. Contrast this with 
RP, which actually replaces the (x, y) form with the polar form in the 
X and Y registers. 

Rectangular entry / display mode: 
f + up-arrow (Cx,y) 

Returns from polar entry / display mode to rectangular entry / display 
mode, with REAL and IMAG parts. 

 • During numeric entry: deletes preceding digit; 

• Outside of numeric entry: deletes x and y leaving stack lift 
disabled. 

EXIT • During numeric entry of real or imaginary part: value entry is 
cancelled and former stack contents restored. 

• Outside of numeric entry: same as in normal mode, will exit 
out of a catalog, exit out of an uncompleted STO or RCL, exit 
SHOW mode, exit temporary VIEW, etc. 

• Will not exit complex mode. 

X.FCN (h + 3) • Enters x-functions menu.  Only functions defined for complex 
operation, i.e., those in the full catalog preceded by the 
superscript c, are displayed.  Pressing ENTER executes the 
displayed function. 

XY Swaps (X, Y) with (Z, T) – i.e., complex swap 

(f or g) + XY Swaps real and imaginary parts of number (i.e., swaps x and y) 

f + CHS Changes sign of y only (i.e., complex conjugate, x + i y becomes x – i y) 

h + CHS Changes sign of x only (x + i y becomes -x + i y) 

IP (f + decimal point) Sets x to zero (i.e., takes imaginary part, x + i y becomes 0 + i y) 

FP (g + decimal point) Sets y to zero (i.e., takes real part, x + i y becomes x + i 0) 

A Enters cHyp prefix for complex hyperbolic functions 

B, C, D Executes default function even if there is a resident program defined 
by LBL A, etc.  Program operation is not available in complex mode. 

RND (g + 0) Rounds X and Y (real and imaginary) to the number of digits specified 
by the current display setting. 

|x| (f + 0) Returns the magnitude of x + i y to X; y set to zero. 

CONST (h + ENTER) Enters constants menu.  If a constant is selected by pressing ENTER, 
chosen constant is copied to X, y set to zero. If a number is being 
entered when this key is pressed the entry of the number is 
completed before the constant is entered. 

CONST (f + ENTER) Use this for entering a constant into the real or imaginary part of a 
complex number, 

• If no number is being entered, begins complex entry and 
enters the constant into the real part of the number. 

• If the real part of a number is being entered, overwrites it with 
the constant. 

• If CPX has been pressed so that the imaginary part is being 
entered, the constant is entered into the imaginary part of the 
complex number without clearing the real part. 

MATRIX (h + “x”) Returns z*x to X, y*t to Y, consuming former x + iy and z + it values, 
drops stack. (Matrix functions not defined for complex values.  DOT 
and CROSS product functions available in X.FCN menu.) 

RMDR (h + “/”) Returns z/x to X, y/t to Y, consuming former x + iy and z + it values, 
drops stack. 



h +  Deletes x value, begins real value entry.  Pressing CPX completes entry 
of new x value, begins imaginary value entry.  Prior y value will be 
displayed.  Pressing CPX will terminate entry, with former y value 
retained.  Useful for changing only the real part of an existing complex 
value.  Imaginary part can be changed by pressing f + XY prior to 
and after this function. (Prior to pressing CPX the second time, a new 
y value may be keyed in and terminated with CPX.  This will result in 
the same completely new x + i y as can be obtained by pressing  by 
itself at the start.)   

MODE CPXI Second line of display preceded by “i" to indicate the imaginary part 
of the x + i y value represented by the contents of X and Y. 

MODE CPXJ Second line of display preceded by “j" to indicate the imaginary part 
of the x + j y value represented by the contents of X and Y.  

XEQ, GTO, R/S, P/R, LBL, RTN, DSE, 
ISG, PSE, SF, CF 

No action taken.  Program operation is not available in complex mode. 

Σ+, Σ-, STATUS, AND, OR, NOT, etc.  No action taken. 

 

All newly defined and existing functions will show the function name if the key is held down, and null out if 

the key is held down long enough. 
 


